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Extra credit
hours, extra
large tuition

While students found their

By Jason Hamy
Reporter

first classes of the semester

Florida State University
has begun to charge
students extra fees for
excessive amounts of

and enjoyed the new scenery of campus, cleaning
was underway in front of

credit hours | Pag* 3
McFall Center, and stu-

With college
move-in comes
the inevitable
thefts
Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski gives some
helpful tips for students

dents were picking their
favorite study spots.
Flip to campus to see
what happened on campus
outside the classroom.

to help keep their
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Taking a breather between classes
RELAX: Senior Amanda Jackson and sophomore Katie Godwk take a break in-between the first day of classes to relax on the University lawn

property from being
stolen | Page 4

Gruesome
tactics
just make
things worse

A BEAD
THE ROUGH

Throwing flour on
Lindsay Lohan for
wearing fur is not
giving animal rights
supporters a positive
image, says Daily

Tye-Dye Thorn returns to provide
unique merchandise, high fives

Bruin columnist Avni
Nijhawan | Page 4

I

By Christ!* Kernir
Reporter

A scantily
clad thief

behind a car | Pag* 8

The Union Oval can
be a daily social hub
for organizations, fund
raisers and businesses.
Oval veteran Tye-Dye
Thorn sets up a tent
and sells students not
only clothing, tapes-

A new place
to call home

tries and necklaces,
but will also share a
friendly smile and offthe-wali knowledge.

A Speedo-wearing
burglar suspect was
caught by a police
dog that bit him in the
leg as he was hiding

The men's soccer
team has a new
locker room that
was designed by
one of its own
players, who is
an architecture
major | Pag* 7

Look at his
overall career
ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS

Sports editor

DANG LIN' BEADS: Hemp necklaces hang from Tie Dye Thorn's gazebo. The
necklaces ate hand-woven by Thorn with beads provided by a student from the BGSU
School of Art. In addition to hemp necklaces. Thorn also sells flags, tapestries, posters and T-shirts of rock legends. Thorn says proceeds go back to the students and to
student organizations such as University Activities Organization.

Andrew Harner
wants football fans
to judge new coach
Dave Clawson for

EHOCHWU
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POSTER: Tie Dye Thom (right) bags a
Nine Inch Nails poster for freshman Kesey
Sturg.ll (left) as student helper Jessica Kremer
(middle) looks on

"I like to sell. I like the
center of the business
to be the co-op of it all
to help others," Thom said.
Thom grew up outside the
city of Pittsburgh and eventually attended the University of
West Florida.
He always knew selling
would be a part of his life
as long as it looked to help
others. His business originally
started when he moved to
New Orleans in 1994 on the
famous French Market This
is where he also found his
name when he was first introduced by the facility owner, a
Vietnamese woman in New
Orleans.

"When she introduced me
to the staff she spoke little
English and introduced TyeDye lake and me as Tye-Dye
Thom and it stuck." he said.
He was eventually able to
set up a deal with the owner
after he noticed his motorcycle keys were missing.
"She had a son who died on
a motorcycle and made an
agreement with me if I never
rode again," Thom said.
In their agreement he
received a free storage facility.
See THOM | Page 2

Off-campus students may feel
overwhelmed transitioning from
residence halls to apartments
or houses. The University wants
to make sure the transition goes
smoothlv.
The Office of the Dean of
Students is developing new programs to help students be prepared. Assistant Dean of Students
Andrew Alt said students who live
off-campus or plan to live off-campus will have access to seminars
titled "Off-Campus 101" and "OffCampus 102."
"Off-campus 101' is a workshop
that will last probably between an
hour or two hours for students
who are considering the move off
campus," he said.
The workshop will give students a basic idea of what they
need to think about before moving
off-campus, such as what kind of
apartment to look for, what questions to ask a landlord and how to
budget.
"Off-campus 102" will be a more
specific workshop.
"It's going to be targeted to students who know they are going to
move off campus and have decided where they are going to live in
most cases," Alt said.
It will focus on neighbor relationships, maintaining roommate
relations and rime management,
he said.
These programs supplement the
annual I lousing Fair, which allows
students to meet with rental agencies in the area. The fair will be
held Nov. 19. Last year, other offcampus services, such as Student
legal Services and Student Money
Management were in attendance.
Student Legal Services is available to all University students for
a small fee. According to Rodney
Fleming, an attorney with the service, it can be very helpful to offcampus students.
"One of the major things we do
is assist them with landlord/tenant
issues," Fleming said. "This time of
the year, when students are moving
in, there might be repairs thai need
to be made, that they just can't get
their landlord to make. They can
come here and we can help them
get those repairs made."
The service can help with other
legal issues too.
"If you ever have any question
about your legal rights or responsibilities, you should come see legal
services immediately," he said. "If
you wait until it's too late, many
times you will have a big issue on
your hands. If you had come to
us earlier, we could have resolved
things much more favorably."
See OFF-CAMPUS | Page 2

his good work,
not just this past
season | Pag* 7

The state of enrollment at the University
Freshmen admission falls further
By Katr Snydar
Managing Editor

nomic problems sweeping the
country this year affected people's decisions.
Overall enrollment on campus
He said considering the finanhas dropped by about 700 appli- cial situation affecting families
cations since last year, leaving across Ohio and the nation, he
enrollment of incoming fresh- was happy to have as many new
men at the lowest it's been in freshman apply as they did this
the last 10 years.
year.
Gary Swegan, director of
"The impact the economy
undergraduate admissions, seemed to have on us was we
said freshmen enrollment has had fewer applications for freshbeen dropping since 2007.
men," Swegan said.
Before then, from about 1999
But while both freshmen
to 2006, enrollment experi- and overall enrollment is down,
enced a surge when the average transfer students are up from
number of incoming freshmen lastyearat625studentsenrolled
hovered around 3,650.
as of Aug. 18,
Swegan said since 2007, some
Swegan said transfer appliUniversity scholarships were cations were still down in the
revamped to benefit a wider spring, but a slew came in over
range of students. Prior to the summer, and they increased by
changes, more money went to about 60 applications.
fewer students, but now, less
Enrollment at Firelands cammoney is going to more stu- pus also increased this year.
dents.
Deb Divers, director of admis"Changes surrounding aid sions at Firelands, said this year,
and scholarships definitely cost
See ADMISSIONS | Page 2
us a few students," Swegan said.
Swegan also said the eco-

What do you think the
University could do to
improve enrollment?

DOMINIC ELMORE,
Senior. Education

'Build a biodome over
the city to block the
wind." | Pag* 4
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BY THE NUMBERS
Fall enrollment of freshmen and
transfer students over the past 10
years.
I 1999 - 3.556 freshmen. 606
transfer students
I 2000 - 3.431 freshmen, 661
transfer students
I 2001 - 3.636 freshmen, 667
transfer students
I 2002 - 3,630 freshmen. 701
transfer students
2003 - 3.557 freshmen, 647
transfer students
2004 - 3.929 freshmen. 698
transfer students
2005 - 3.654 freshmen. 675
transfer students
2006 - 3.656 freshmen, 631
transfer students
2007 - 3,295 freshmen. 682
transfer students
2008 - 3.198 freshmen, 608
transfer students
2009 [as of Aug. 18] - 3,150
freshmen, 625 transfer students

Despite freshmen decline,
minority numbers remain steady
By Lin Chafatz
Reporter

"When the
scholarship went

In Fall 2008, minority students
made up 16.7 percent of incomdown, so did the
ing freshmen, a number which
has fallen over four percent in
enrollment."
the last three years, but the number of minority students overall Gary Swegan | Admissions Director
at the University has remained
high.
ing minority students has gone
While the number of incom- down from 20.9 percent in 2006
ing freshmen minority students to 16.6 percent this past fall.
has decreased, the University
However, Gary Swegan,
has kept minority students with director of admissions at the
numbers rising to nearly 20 per- University, has a hopeful outlook
cent of the student body.
towards the situation. He referAccording to the Institutional ences the numbers of minority
Research Center at the students at the University's was
University, in Fall 2008, 19.4 per- at its highest at 13.5 percent in
cent of the student body was 2004 before jumping in 2005
a minority including 16.6 per- and 2006 due to a scholarship
cent of the incoming freshmen. awarded to students of color at
These minorities include African the University.
American, Asian American,
"These numbers are directly
American Indian, Hispanic
American and international stuSee MINORITY | Page 2
dents. The number of incom-
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Grill without paying for his bill. The
subject owed $11. but only had $4.

BLOTTER
FRIDAY, AUG. 21

3:25 A.M.
Gregory Tryon. 19. of Arcadia.
Ohio, was cited for criminal trespass and underage under the influence of alcohol.

248 A.M.
Aaron Deen. of Toledo, was cited
foi willful wanton disregard.

SUNDAY, AUG. 23
12:OOA.M.
Rachel Riser, of Fostotia. was cited
for underage possession and open
container.

3:53 A.M.
Complainant reported two subjects, a male and a female, were
lying unconscious in the roadway at
100th block of N. Prospect St.

5:45 A.M.
Andrew Micham. of Monclova.
Ohio; Seth Melchor, of Hamler.
Ohio; and Nolan Regan, of
Waterville. Ohio, were cited for
open container.

12:42 A.M.
Kelli Oeutz and Tiffany
Fanlchauser. both of Perrysburg.
were cited for disorderly conduct

2:06 A.M.
Douglas Ford, of Perrysburg. was
cited for crossing the railroad tracts
when the gates were coming down.

2:30 A.M
Andrew Young, of Napoleon. Ohio.
ted for marijuana less than
100 grams.
Ryan Sexton, of Napoleon. Ohio,
waj cited for open container in a
motor vehicle.

2 42 A.M.
Justin Cross. 23. of Columbia.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct when he was observed
urinating within the 100th block of
E WoosterSt.

8:31A.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night their house was
toilet-papered, sprayed with mustard and syrup, hit with eggs and
other various food items at 1000th
block of Robin Court.

10:03 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime during the night the driver's
side door handle of their car was
ripped off at the 2000th block of
Napoleon Road. Damage was estimated at $200.

1:53 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night at the corner of S.
College and E. Wooster streets he
was struck by the ex-boyfriend of
his current girlfriend. The subject
had a broken nose.

250 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
at the 200th block of S. Prospect
St.

3 11A.M.
Unknown subject ran out of Corner

ADMISSIONS
From Page 1

2,432 students overall are registered for fall, which was up 133
from last year's 2,299.
"We've grown over 1.000 stu-

5:53 P.M.
Three females attempted to walk
Qu, of Kfoger W||h fjve bo,es of

dents in the last 10 years," Divers
said.
She also said so far this year
406 freshmen have enrolled,
along with 115 transfer students.
In 1999, Divers said 259 freshmen and 75 transfer students
were enrolled. Overall, about
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Pampers diapers valued at $106.45

3:49 P.M.
Complainant reported his GPS,
valued at $200. was stolen from
his vehicle at Copper Beech
Apartments

729 P.M.
Jolynn Borowicz. 25 of Painesvitle.
Ohio, was arrested for theft, endangering children and possession of
drugs when she attempted to exit
Meijer with $125.24 of merchandise
hidden in her purse. Borowicz also
had her nine-month son and was
found to be in possession of hallucinogenic mushrooms. Matthew
Swant. 27. of Painesville, Ohio, was
arrested for complicity to theft and
endangering children. Swant threatened to hit Borowicz if she didn't
take the merchandise from Meijer.

842 P.M.
Benjamin Graham. 26. of Van
Buren. Ohio, and Jennifer
Worlhington. 19. of Wayne. Ohio.
were cited for criminal trespass at
the 100th block of N. Main St.

TH0M
Ftom Page 1

However, his rime spent in New
Orleans came to a difficult end.
In 1998, an event known as
the "Pizza Kitchen Murders,"
ended in three of his friends
being shot in the back of the
pizza restaurant next to where
his booth was.
"That's why I left New Orieans,"
Than said. "I could never go back
by that restaurant without thinking of my friends."
His move to Bowling Green in
1998 was, as he described it, a
"shot in the dark."
Now Thorn travels to different
colleges in Ohio and Michigan
each week and centers his business on supporting students.
"If I think a university is more
important than students then 1
won't work there," he said. "I want
my money to enricii the lives of
students."
At most schools, a percentage
of Thorn's revenue funds alterna-

OFF-CAMPUS

MONDAY, AUG.
24

From Page 1

12:48 AM.
Complainant reported she was
slapped across the face at a party
on the 100th block of S Prospect
Road.

Fleming suggests off-campus
students take pictures of their
new surroundings when they
move-in, and when they moveout in order to help avoid issues
with security deposits.
Another University offered
service is Student Money
Management. Patricia Donnelly,
the interim director, said Money
Management offers many tools
on their Web site for students.
Students can also meet with the

k

MINORITY

12:22 A.M.
Complainant reported there was
loud noise at the 700th block of E.
Napoleon Road.

ONLINE: Go to bqviemcom for the
complete blotter list

Ftom Page 1

1,200 students were enrolled in
1999, she said.
According to enrollment
reports on the Hrelands Web
site, enrollment has been
increasing overall since about
1998.
Divers said she thought
more students were looking at
Firelands as an option to start
a new career, or to just save
money.
"The economy is really helping
our enrollment." she said.
Editor's note: A version of this
story appeared in the Aug. 22
issue.

related," he said. "When the
scholarship went down, so did
the enrollment."
The numbers of minority
students at the University overall continue to remain high,
increasing from 14.1 percent
in 2004 to 19.4 last year.
One of those students, Zelin
Xu, an international graduate
student at the University, said
she likes the different activities which can be provided for
minorities, especially for international students.
"It is especially fun around
different American holidays
like Thanksgiving, when
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staff and create a monthly bud- available.
"It is such a transition from livget.
"We'll sit down and we'll help ing in the residence hall. And I
il in n hammer out a plan for them- don't think in the past we've done
selves to see how they can get their as good as a job to prepare students for that transition," he said.
expeases met." Donnelly said.
\ ii I ii ilk • King a senior, said she "It is important diat we, as a uniwould like to see more options for versity, are preparing students for
that transition, if they want to use
students living off-campus.
"I think they need more trans- those resources."
portation for students who live
further off campus," she said.
She would like more information to be available in the Union
for off-campus students.
Alt bopes students will use the
new resources and information
the international students get
together because we don't celebrate these holidays," she said.
One thing Xu said has kept
her at the University has been
a friendly atmosphere, which
might be hard to find in a bigger city.
With these minority students
remaining at the University, the
scholarship funds haven't been
available for incoming freshmen,
but as older students leave in the
coming years, Swegan expects
enrollment overall to go up.
And it seems he is beginning to
be correct.
"A year ago at this time we had
only 50 applications for the following year," he said. "Right now
we have over 200 for Fall 2010."
Enrollment for this fall semester of incoming freshmen is estimated at 3,150, which is down
from previous years; however the
number of transfer students is
625, which has risen. This will
keep the class sizes the same for
the fall, Swegan said. Out of the
incoming freshmen, 17 percent
are minority students this fall.
In order to help increase enrollment overall for the coining
years, the University has more
than doubled its effort in recruiting across the state along with
programs on campus.
"Now there is a greater investment for the incoming students
of die University," Swegan said.
Editor's note: This article was
originally run in the Aug. 5 issue
of The BG News.

MINORITY
STUDENTS
ENROLLMENT
NUMBERS
INCOMING
FRESHMEN:
■ 2008
3079
■ 2007
3233
■ 2006
3576
■ 2005
3585
■ 2004
3869
■ 2003
3530
■ 2002
3588
■ 2001
3599

■ 2000
3371
■ 1999
3516

510 out
or 16.7%
595 out
or 18.4%
747 out
or 20.9%
692 out
or 19.3%
524 out
or 13.5%
435 out
or 12.3%
378 out
or 10.5%
330 out
or 9.2%

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

319 out of
or 9.5%
281 out of
or 8%

MAIN CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

2265
2614
2912
2966
2862

or
or
or
or
or

14.1%
16.2%
18.1%
19%
19.4%

START YOUR SEMESTER WITH GREAT HAIR & A TAN

FEATURING:
David Dewalt: owner/stylist
Lisa McCoy: stylist

JACi-Ok-

ELL YOU]
back
£TB00K
BOOKS

Mon-Thurs, August 24-27
8:00am-9:00pm
-p/YW-Q
Friday, August 28
>©k 8:00am-5:30pm Sell

SLAV

stopping by his booth since she
was a freshman.
"The Thorn days are days when
I get nothing done," Boris said.
"Whenever 1 get to this side of
campus I know I'll be here a few
hours because he's always got
something funny and intelligent
to say."
Another student enjoys his
game that Involves students
guessing what country a flag is
from.
"It's always a very obscure
one that no one knows," Senior
lessica Kremer said. "I probably know the Palestine flag just
because of him."
Tye-Dye Thorn continues to
support students and share his
thoughts and stories with them.
"Two-thirds of life is learning how to stand up after being
punched in the gut," Thorn said.
Tye-Dye Thorn will be in the
Union Oval until 7 pin. everyday
this week
"If BG ever chased him away,
they would be a fool for doing it,"
Boris said.

TiulrnmA Barfkft

Student Union Multi Purpose Room 2nd Floor

I

tive school breaks.
"They give up time to help others." Thorn said. "Couldn't be
more up my alley."
However. I3owling Clreen tends
to hold a special place for the
friendly vendor.
"Students in BG treat me the
best," he said.
His business has supported the
University Activities ()rganization
since he started selling at the
University.
"I give UAO about half of my
profit or 20 percent of my gross."
Thorn said.
The man with a loving heart
and laid back attitude has now
started an aerial photography
business for the summer after
he bought an aircraft. I le eventually hopes to move to the
Caribbean to open a scuba diving company.
Students often look forward to
Tye-Dye'Iliom setting up his tent
in the Union Oval. The familiar face can be found giving "free
high fives" to passing students.
Senior Amalia Boris has been

Jennifer Shirkey: stylist

HOT HAIR!
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• Cut & style included with all chemical services
• Specializing in foils
• The hottest HiLttes & color
• The hottest hair cuts

TANNING SPECIALS:
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• $29.95 month/ unlimited
1/2 Off Lotion

•6 tans

$22

•10 tans

$27

•18 tans

$37

•25 tans

$47

1

Call for an
Appointment Today!
(419)352-6459
529 Ridge St.
Corner of Ridge & Thurstin
Walking Distance

CAMPUS
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Florida students to be charged
for earning excess credit hours
By Jcniu Witlirow

"When you have students

The Oracle (U Wire)

BEN LOHMAN

"(If BG Nf WS

STUDYING: Senoi Tyler Meyers relreals lo the Jerome Libraiy to get an early start on assigned physics readings lor his (lass.

freshman and transfer students enrolling for the first
lime in Florida slate universities and community colleges
beginning in the 2009-10 academic school year will be suscept ible to a su rcha rge for ext ra
credit hours.
If a student exceeds 120 percent of the number of credit
hours required to earn their
baccalaureate degree, then
they are required to pay an
additional 50 percent for each
credit hour earned in excess.
According to the University
Controller's Office Web site, students will be charged an extra
S44.29 per excess credit hour in
2009-10. Glen Beslerfield, associate dean of undergraduate
studies, said this number will
increase as tuition rates escalate in the next few years.
Besterfield said a typical
degree is earned in 120 credit
hours, so a student might pay
excess charges if he or she were
to earn more than 144 hours.
"When you have students
who... are graduating in 170,
180 hours, what they are doing
is taking seats in classrooms
away from other students,''
Besterfield said. "So now we
have an access issue —we can't
admit more students if we've

who are graduating in 170,180 hours,
what they are doing is taking seats
away from other students."
Glen Beste'ti'.- I •'•
got students hanging around
here longer than necessary to
get their degree."
Director of the Registrar's
Office Angela DeBose said
action will be taken if a studenl fails to pay the excess
hours surcharge.
"There would be a hold on
the student's record that would
prevent them from having certain privileges, like registration
and the ability to obtain a transcript," DeBose said. "Their
diploma could potentially be
held if they're at the point of
graduation or earning a degree
until the payment is made."
Whencalculatingtheamount
of credit hours earned, all credits taken at the state university
will be counted — including
failed courses, classes dropped
after the add/drop deadline
and repeated courses.
However, classes repeated
more than twice will be exempt
because students are required
to pay tuition at 100 percent
of the full cost of instruction

upon enrolling In the course
the third time
"The state lias thought this
out pretty well, We don't want
to harm certain students."
Besterfield said. "Who you
do want to charge extra are
those students who have been
at this University for so long
because they have changed
their major five or six limes
and they have accrued so
many credits that don't count
towards their degree."
The excess hours surcharge

wasenactedbythe2009Florida
Legislature under Senate Bill
I69fi. Ihe bill also includes
revisions to the Florida Bright
futures Scholarship program
and Florida residency require
menls for the in-state tuition
rate.
Gov. Charlie Crist approved
the hill May 27.
According to the legislation,
credit hours that fall under
certain categories will not be
counted in the excess hours
total.

GreekBGSU

Independent Greek Council Presents:

Cleaning up the campus

"Recess wrrn f.GC"

CLEANING: A construction worker sprays off debris on the walls of McFall Center to help clean up the campus buildings.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events Idien ftom cwnis-bgiuedu

OPEN24HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK
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\

Come Join our council for a day'
of fun and excitement! Take a
"rteiti" and play games such as.

-Tag

9-10 p.m.
l.2o Kickoff

-Rad Rower
-Football
-Klokball
and to much morel All art
welcomed and are encouraged to
bring friends!

Go to h2os kickoff event to learn about
one of the largest student groups on campus All students are welcome to come and
enjoy the music, videos and short message
in a laid-back environment. For more information, go to www.h2ochurch.com.
101 Olsc.imp Hall

lotaftd Iti ffit Alumni Mall (kttwtiri Krtitthir and Hanhwan!
fro* 5.00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Tuuday. Aaaiiit 25th. 2009

Wednesday, August 26
Comedic Hypnotist: Dale K
9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Experience "explosive humor, frenzied hypnotic
tendencies and unpredictable physical comedy."
Dale K's performance will leave you laughing.

I
I

appeared
Thursday, August 27

TV

An Evening with Nancy Giles
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall

i Game Tournaments

CSS Sunday Morning contributor,
comedian and actress Nancy Giles
delights audiences with her social
commentaries and theater fans with
her solo pieces.

i Professional CD Repair
FRUCAL

FALCON$
The average banking
overdraft fee in BG is
$34.50.

5
Brought to you by:

BGSU.

i Cash or Credit for games
i Carry all newest Releases
tile sell new 6 used
games, systems, 6 accessories for Xbox,
Xbox 360, PS3, PS2, Playstation, PSP,
flintendo Ulii, Gamecube, Nintendo DS,
GBR, 1164, Gameboy, and more.

Saturday, August 29
Cedar Point Bus Trip

V-f.'"

Buy a discounted S35 ticket at the Office of
the Dean of Students (301BTSU)
by 5PM on Wed, 8/26
Departing BG at 9 a.m. on Aug 29 and
returning at approximately 10 p.m.

518 E.UJooster St •419 353 2612
ujww.ccgamcs.net
lletf t* Iftrtts rfen art Pita Pit

www.bgiu.edu/smmt
4K.972.22S1
- and Glass City Federal Credit Unit
www.glasKitytcu.com
1 ISSN Main St BG

419352.0787

BRING THIS AD IN
FOR A
FREE WASH

KIRK'S
OIN LAUNDRY
709 S. MAIN ST.

419-352-0397
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"Changes surrounding aid and scholarships definitely cost us a few students."
- Gary Swegan, director of undergraduate admissions, on the drop in freshmen enrollment
since 2007 [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday. August 25.2009 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What do you think the University could do to improve enrollment?
'Better parking"

"Lower tuition."

"Free cupcakes."

R*^flj^^ "Giter more to

fc

students as opposed
to faculty."

£* »
B~ •»,

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

NICK BALDWIN.
Senior.
Psychology

KRISTA HARTLEY,
Senior,
VCT

ANDREANNAFORD.
Senior.
Marketing

JAMILLAH SMITH.
Senior.
Biology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Keep yourself and your stuff safe
in your new college environment

started having second thoughts about
selecting a random roommate.
ANDVBAIIES
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Vegetarians should adopt less
gruesome means of activism
By Avin Nijhawan
Daily Bruin

(U-WTO)

If you cat meat, buy animal
products or do animal testing,
beware: You're at risk for being
bombarded by fake blood, flour
bombs or even fire.
Last week. People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
gave an unsuspecting group ol
children eating at McDonald's
"unhappy meals" filled with
rubber chickens dyed with fake
blood, meant to criticize the
chain's chicken-killing practices. Last quarter, the Animal
liberation l:ront took credit for
firebombing IJCI.A researchers'
vehicles, responding to UCLA's
animal testing practices. Last
year, Lindsay Lohan was hit by
IT I 'As Hour bombs because she
wears fur.
I'm vegetarian, and Id like
to call myself an animal lover,
so I'm even more annoyed by
the antics of some animal rights
advocates than my meat-eating

counterparts. Acts of violence animal rights groups. Moreover,
like these get negative press, fuel preaching won't convert nonoutrage and are a sheer waste of vegetarians into vegetarians,
lime for these protesters, since but it will convert willing listeners into annoyed non-listeners.
they're counterproductive.
I agree with efforts to improve
Animal rights groups need
the quality of life for animals. to tap into and publicize the
I don't agree with the conse- plethora of lesser-known but
quent violence against humans. equally Important reasons for
The group UCLA Pro-Test was eating less meat that are far
founded in reaction to animal more likely to garner the attenrights extremists who insisted tion of consumers. PITA has
on defacing the property of already proved that it knows
researchers, eliminating any there are many reasons beyond
positive image animal rights the reduction of animal abuse
activists may have once had. for becoming vegetarian by
These extremists went so far as the extensive information it
to threaten researchers' families provides on its sister Web site,
and destroy private and univer- goveg.com.
sity vehicles,
For example, eating meat is
Terrorizingconsumersoreven less environmentally sustainmorally guilt-tripping them able than eating vegetarian
through grotesque brochures fare. According to the VVeb site,
and videos is not going to make "if every American skipped one
them vegetarian or even any meal of chicken per week and
more sympathetic to the plight substituted vegetarian foods
of animals. In fact, doing so is instead, the carbon dioxide
likely to increase their skepti- savings would be the same as
cism and make them wary of taking more than a half-million
cars off U.S. roads."

It's the first week of a new
semester, and I'm sure most
people reading this newspaper are frazzled with various
sources of stress.
University students are
faced with new classes, living
arrangements, social groups
and responsibilities. These
points of stress may be especially strong for freshmen
— this is likely the first time
you've experienced such a
large degree of self-sufficiency
in your lives.
Since this is the beginning
of your college careers, you're
likely inundated with advice
and information about makingyourtimeat this institution
memorable and worthwhile.
I'm not going to buck that
trend, I apologize. However.
1 think it's important that all
students, whether this is your
first week on campus or the
beginning of your final year,
remember the importance of
the safety and protection of
themselves and their property
on campus.
Many newscasts this weekend featured segments on the
theft of student possessions
during move-in times at the
University of Toledo, and colleges across the country likely
faced the same problems.
Thieves prayoncollegecampuses when it's known that
families will leave carloads
of valuable items out of their
sight for some time. Amidst
the chaos of move-in days,
it's easy to steal items from a
person's car without anyone
taking a second glance.
Of course, the stress of moving to dorms or apartments is

thankfully over for this year,
but that doesn't mean there
aren't still plenty of chances
to become a victim of crime
while in college.
With tough economic times,
crime rises, especially violent
crime. People will seriously hurt
you over something as simple as
a cell phone or a bicycle.
A local example of the brutality of criminals can be
found in the murder of Robert
Brundage, a community activist in Toledo, in July. While
riding his bicycle in Toledo, a
juvenile punched him to the
ground in order to steal his
bicycle. Brundage hit his head
on the pavement and died
from his injuries nearly two
weeks later.
Although the suspect likely did not intend to seriously
injure — much less murder
— Brundage, it shows how
simple a criminal act such
as property theft can take a
turn for the worst. This story
could easily be repeated
with the name of a student
on this campus.
It is important to always
watch your surroundings,
especially at night and in
poorly lit areas on and off
campus. You could thwart a
criminal's element of surprise
by being attentive.
Of course, making your best
efforts to walk, ride or park in
busy areas is also essential. No
matter how safe you may think
you are based on precautions
you take oryour gender, size or
age, a person may still attack
you. Sometimes, your best
defense can be potential witnesses surrounding you.
Over the past two years I've
spent in Bowling Green, I've
learned some simple steps you
can take to make it more difficult for your possessions to
end up in the wrong hands.
First off, designate a place
for all the possessions you

carry with you, and make
sure they remain there. If you
always have your keys on a
lanyard around your neck,
don't put them in your pockets; if your cell phone is always
in your front pocket, don't put
it in your back pocket. Never
leave your keys in the lock of
your room, someone may take
them. Without realizing it you
may drop them, and a thief
can lake advantage of that.
The first week of my freshman year, I didn't place my
wallet in the compartment of
my purse where I normally
had it and it fell out of my
pocket onto the ground. I
didn't realize I had lost it until
I received a phone call saying
it was found. Luckily I didn't
have to cancel my debit card
and get new identification, but
the $20 that was in the wallet
was "missing." I'm still kicking myself over this mistake,
and 1 urge everyone to avoid
learning this lesson firsthand
as I did.
Also, keep in mind the fact
that while you may know and
trust your friends, you may
not know who your roommate
lets into your room while you
are away. Hide any valuable
possessions whenever you
leave your room, and regularly
check to ensure that everything in your room is accounted for so that if something
does go missing, you have a
better chance of tracking it
down quickly.
Now that I've sufficiently
made everyone paranoid
about crime, I hope everyone
stays safe and stress free this
year. Being diligent about your
safety is essential, and will
help ensure your time here is
not blemished with bad mem-

Respond to Marisha al
thenew.s@bgnews.com.

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS
AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

ONLINE: Read the rest olth.s

4 article on-line at baviewycom

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
bbg for the latest in BG
athletics
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to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
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Miss something? Find
articles and columns
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GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
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attachment to thenewPbgnews.
com with the subject line marled
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
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and clarity before printing The
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submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Reality show murder suspect found
dead in hotel room after suicide
By Gillian Haccus
The Associated Press

MICHAEIA MAMANT
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RULED HOMICIDE: i this March 17.20O5 tile photo, pop star Michael Jackson arrives at the Santa Barbara County Courthouse in
Santa Maria. Calif

Jackson's death ruled a
homicide by LA coroner
By Thomas Watkins
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGIU.ES - The l.os
Angeles County coroner has
ruled Michael Jackson's death
a homicide and a combination
of drugs was the cause, a law
enforcement official told The
Associated Press, a finding that
makes it more likely criminal
charges will be filed against the
doctor who was with the pop
star when he died.
Eorensic tests found the powerful anesthetic propofol acted
together with at least two sedatives to cause lackson's death
June25 in his rented l.osAngeles
mansion, according to the official, who spoke on condition of

anonymity because the findings

have not been publicly released.
Dr. Conrad Murray, a las
Vegas cardiologist who became
lackson's personal physician
weeks before his death, is the
target of a manslaughter investigation by the Los Angeles Police

Department. A designation of two sedatives.
Then around 1:30 a.m. on
homicide means that lackson
died at the hands of another, June 25. starting with a 10-millibut does not necessarily mean gram tab of Valium. Murray said
he tried a series of drugs instead
a crime was committed.
A search warrant affidavit of propofol to make lackson
unsealed yesterday in 1 louston sleep. The injections included
includes a detailed account of two milligrams of lorazepam
around 2 a.m.. two milligrams
what Murray told investigators.
According to the document, of midazolam around 3 a.m.,
Murray saidAe'd been treating and repeats of each at 5 a.m. and
lackson for insomnia for about 7:30 a.m. respectively.
But they didn't work.
six weeks with 50 milligrams
Murray told detectives that
of propofol every night via an
intravenous drip, lint he said around 10:40 a.m. he gave in to
he feared lackson was forming lackson's "repeated demands/
an addiction to the anesthetic, requests" for propofol, which the
which is normally used in hos- singer referred to as his "milk.''
pitals only, and was attempting I le administered 25 milligrams
to wean his patient by lowering of the white-colored liquid, — a
the dose to 25 milligrams and relatively small dose — and
adding the sedatives lorazepam finally, lackson fell asleep.
Murray remained with the
and midazolam.
Thai combination succeeded sedated lackson for about 10
in helping lackson sleep two minutes, then left for the bathdays prior to his death, so the room. No more than two minnext day, Murray told detectives utes later, he returned — and
he cut off the propofol — and found lackson had stopped
lackson fell asleep with just the breathing.

BUENA PARK. Calif. — like
so many things in Hollywood,
Ryan lenkins' life was not as it
seemed.
The wealthy and handsome
son of a well-known Canadian
architect had recently finished
taping appearances on two reality shows when he checked into
a luxury oceanside hotel on Aug.
13 in sun-splashed San Diego
with a former model in low.
Less than IH hours later, the
woman was dead and lenkins
had gone from a sweet-talking, suave contestant on \ Ill's
"Megan Wants a Millionaire" to
the prime suspect in a gruesome
— and mysterious — murder.
The saga culminated Sunday
when lenkins was found dead

ol a suicide, hanging by a licit We're just not able to say thai
from a coat rack in a run-down yet.''
I he Final months of lenkins
Canadian motel. Now, authorities on both sides of the bor- life were not short of drama.
lenkins left a real estate job
der are scrambling to answer
questions about the murder in his native Calgary earlier this
of lasmine liore and learn the year to pursue a Hollywood
career and found some success.
details of lenkins' last days.
Authorities have still not I le was recently a contestant on
recovered Flora's car, a white the' VIII realitj show "Megan
Mercedes-Benz, and they Wants a Millionaire, in which
believe it could he the plat e wealthy young men tried to win
where lenkins killed Fiore or over a materialistic blonde. An
where he mutilated her, cutting episode featuring lenkins aired
off her lingers and pulling mil thesame time that police sought
him for Fiore's murder.
her teeth.
lenkins played a prominent
"We're trying to determine
if that vehicle was the crime role in the episode, renting an
scene, if it transported the body Aston Martin and wining and
or if it was where the murder dining the star of the show at a
occurred," said Buena Park I rent h restaurant. "A sexy car
police Sgt. William Kohanek. for a sexy gill.' he told Megan
"We're not able to just exclude I lauserman before whisking hei
anyone elsefrombeinginvolved. off to the high end restaurant.

Maintenance worker
slips into pit at
Ohio steel plant
MIDDI.ETOVW, Ohio (API
— Fire and union officials say a
worker has been badly burned
at AK Steel's Middltiown Works
coke plant in southwest Ohio.
Middletown lire Capt. David
Adams says the man was per
forming maintenance work yesterday when he slipped into what
the company says is a condensation pit where hot water collects
at the plant. No one else uas
injured.
AK Steel I folding Corp, spokesman Alan Met a>\ said t he worker
was in stable condition yesterday.
McCoy had no details on how
the worker fell into the pit. He
says the company is investigating.
Union local President Scott
Rich says the worker was injured
about 9 a.m. and was taken by
medical helicopter to Miami
Valley Hospital in Dayton.
The man's name was being
withheld until his family could
he notified.
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looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
The BG News
is now looring for
reporters, copy editors,
photographers, videographers. columnists and
cartoonists.

Contact us at

BUILD YOUR
RESUME

thenews<$ btjnews.com

GET REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE

call us at 4,9-372-6966
or just swing Dy our
newsroom in 210 Wes:

SEE YOUR WORK
PUBLISHED DAILY

Hall

rGreekBGSU —
Independent Greek Council Presents:

LEGACY WEEK
Legacy Week is a chance for incoming freshmen as well
as any non greek to go through a program that will give
them the opportunity to meet every IFC Fraternity on
campus. They will he able to narrow down their choices
based on how well their personalities match that of the
fraternities. By the end of the process the participants
can walk away with a Fraternity that will help shape the
rest of their college experience.

IMPORTANT DATES, TIMI.S, AND LOCATIONS:
AUG.24
Com hole I vent
9:00 pm 1 ion pin
laskethall Courts hy
. 1 lai shin.in

AUG.

25

lutoriiialioiiiil Sessions
11:00 pm 'i on pm
Itcsicleiu'cllall 1 IIUIIK<">

AUG.

2b

I iTjncvWeek kickOI
<l:tr>pm I0:l.i pm
Simlt'iii Union
ItlMIIOlOII

£fc£D
Tues, Aug 25 @ 9pm
Olscamp Rm 101
Check it out @ www.h2o ^##yt<£#.com

_____

OPEN
LATE

UNTIL
3am!!
Thursday-Saturday

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Belter uuredkott
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1
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99

Large One Topping Pizza '
Expires Aug. 30, 2009
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SIDELINES

Judge
Clawson on
now not last
season
ATHLETICS
Falcon sign deal for
streaming video
The Falcon athletic department has teamed up with
B2 Networks to produce live
streaming video of home
events. Fans can pay for individual games or buy a season
long pass. There will also be
replays played 24 hours a day.
The replays will be free for
Falcon fans.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitfer.com/bqnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1996—Tiger Woods
wins the U.S. Amateur

-■•! si:-. .-.

COMFY CONFINES: The men's soccer learn received a new locker room after $50,000 in alumni donation

Championship.
1978—Baseball umpires
stage a one-day strike.
1952—Tigers pitcher Virgil
Trucks tosses second no-hitter of season, beating the
Yankees.

No place like home
Alumni donations used for new men's soccer locker room

The List
Mid-American Conference
football is just around the cor-

By John Lopez
Reporter

ner. Today, we are highlighting
• the top five teams for the
• upcoming season:

. 1. Central Michigan:
. Dan LeFevour is an offensive
' force with both his arm and
:

legs. He was recently featured

\ on Sl.com and has garnered
: plenty of attention for the
! MAC favorites.

'• 2. Western Michigan:

In a season sun.- to be full of
changes for the lalcnn men's soccer team, the most noticeable for
players — outside of a new roach
— may he their brand new locker
room.
Program alumni from as far hack
as the 1 (Kills to recent graduates
provided the program the money
needed to build the S30.000 locker

room.
And With the financial difficulties the University is currently

enduring, any improvements
would have been hard to come by
otherwise. The team didn't even
have to hire an outsider to design
the new room.
Right winger Chuko livwaraye.
an architecture major, spent his
summer designing mid overseeing
construction of the locker room as
part of an internship.
"(bach IKricI Nichols came to
me and told me that he liked my
design projects," hvwaraye said.
"So he had the idea to let me put
together a 3-D rendering of the
lOCXer loom to get the ball rolling."

Fwvarayc took the challenge a
step blither and aimed die project into an entire summer internship, collaborating with Nicholson
design aspects as well as managing final constntction.
That final construction includes
a Hat screen television and built in
wooden lockers for each player.
Senior Thomas McLean was
blown away by die locker mom's
new appearance.
"It'sreallytop class," McU'ansaid.
"It is very professional looking. It's a
million times better than what we
used to have."

lellow senior boob Lawrence
was also grateful to the alumni
who contributed to the project.
"It's unbelievable. It's one of
the best locker rooms in the Mid-

Amcrican Conference," Lawrence
said "We are really grateful for die
money we got from the alumni;
hopefully this will signify one of
the changes we will make this
year."
Senior defender Tyler Deal
appreciates all the comforts of the

So, many Tennessee fans an' happy
that Dave Clawson is no longer
their offensive coordinator.
And after the debacle that was
his only season at a BCS school,
I suppose it's hard not to blame
them.
"Could Bowling Green score on
our third team defense?" one fan
asked on a University of Tennessee
fan forum in early August.
What would I say to that? "Of
course they could. In fact, I bet thus
team could score on Tennessee's
first team defense at Neyland
Stadium."
Hut indie grand scheme of things,
that one season at Tennessee
doesn't even matter. A lot of the
offensive problems at UT were
attributed to fircd coach Phillip
Itilmer.
Thereto a reason why Clawson
is coaching a Division I football
team and Fulmcr is working at
CBS: Clawson has the successful
track record.
In nine seasons as head coach of
Richmond and I ordham. Clawson
compiled a 58-49 record, turned
Ixidi programs from bottom-feeders to contenders and won two
Division I-A Coach of the Year
awards.
It's intriguing to think what he
can do with a team that's not a
bottom-feeder, especially a team
that seemed to be a new coach
away from taking the next step last
season.
Bui while the Falcons aren't a
bottom-feeder, Clawson does have
a challenge in front of him: revamping a defense stricken with inexperience. Revamping Tennessee's
offense didn't wort; out too well, but
he's made it very clear he is coaching his players to be champions.
Combine dial with some strong
senior leadership, and everything
should turn out just fine.
Nonetheless, the facts remain.
The first-team was gutted.
Reluming only three starters
— safeties R|. Mahone and Jahmal
Brown and linebacker lerett
Sanderson — from a defense that
was fourth in the Mid-American
Conference after allowing just 232
points per game, no one would
argue if Clawson cited the defense
as an area of concern. Many probably would even give him a pass
if the defense prevents the team
from contending.
But Clawson is confident that
pass won't be necessary as he fully
expects the defense to grind out
every play and make their inexperience an afterthought.
" I think we have enough talent on
defense that we can be certainly a
solid defense," Clawson said.
MESS
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Tim Hiller has the biggest
arm in the MAC. and that will
be the key to the Broncos'
success.

3. Northern Illinois:
The Huskies were somewhat

Falcon sophomore Preston playing
in U.S. Amateur Championship

of a surprise team last season,
but with the expectations
high, the Huskies will look for
a bowl repeat.

4. Buffalo: The Bulls
were selected to repeat as
East division champs by the
MAC media, and it's not really
a far-fetched idea.

5. Bowling Green:
The Falcons can be a surprise
team in the MAC With a
new coach and tons of new
starters, the Falcons have the
pieces to win big or fall flat.

By Christopher R.imbo
Reporter

n

Drew
Preston
Currently playing
the U.S. Amateur
Championship

Throughout its 73 years of existence, Southern Hills Country
Club in lulsa, Okla., has played
host lo some of golfs most prestigious championships and has
This year's championship got
seen a cavalcade of the game's
greatesl players stroll through its underway yesterday morning
With the 312 players who made
famed sloping fairways.
This week, BG's men's golf il to Southern Hills taking pan
team will have a unique oppor- in the first of two stroke play
tunity to carve out their own rounds. Once the second round
niche in Southern Hills history, is completed this afternoon,
with sophomore Drew Preston the top 64 players will advance
competing in the 109th United to compete in the match play
portion of the championship.
States Amateur Championship.
The U.S. Amateur is the most Starting tomorrow, and concoveted amateur title in all the tinuing through Saturday, those
world. Its list of champions reads 64 players will he whittled down
like a roll call of golfing royalty: — via single elimination — until
Bobby loneSi Arnold Palmer, two competitors remain to batlack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods lie il oul for the championship
have all at one lime laid claim to through 36 holes of match play
Sunday afternoon.
the trophy.

"I have played a lot
of rounds on that
course, and I don't
think I ever saw the
weather conditions
as difficult as they
were that day."
Drew Weston I Golfer

Preston is currently sitting at
plus-4 after shoot i ng an opening
round 74 yesterday. He will play
loday's round at nearby Cedar
Ridge Country Club, before
returning to Southern Hills for
See AMATEUR | Page 7

TONYDtJAK AP PHOTO
NOT OVER YET: Browns coach Eric Mangini (above) sad the quarterback competition
between Brady Qumn and Derek Anderson has not been resolved as ol yet.

Quinn and Anderson still in
dogfight for starting job
By Tom Witherr.
The Associated Press

BI-REA — Three weeks into
■ raining camp and through (wo
exhibition games, Eric Mangini
isn't ready to end Cleveland's
neck-and-ncck quarterback

derby.
The first-year Browns coach
conceded yesterday that the competition between Brady Quinn
and Derek Anderson remains as
See BROWNS | Page 7
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Kent State athletic director to retire next June
MAC's signature programs.
been considering for the
Laing
The Golden flashes have
past couple of years," the K9Kennedy
won 85 conference titles duryear-old Kennedy said. "Due
Will retire as Kent
ing Kennedy's tenure and the
to the demands of the job, I
State's athletic
men's basketball team made
have missed a lot and I owe
it to the national quarterfinals
it to myself, my wife and my
director next year
in 2003.
family to do this while I still
Kent State has also produced
feel good and can share in
wonderful experiences with my own greatest athletes and three NFL Pro Bowlers: Antonio
the pride of my life right now Gates, lames Harrison and
them."
loshua Cribbs.
"One of the real joys of this — my grandchildren."
The school said there will
Under Kennedy. Kent State
position is rooting on our student-athletes. Now it is time to has improved its sports facil- be a national search to find
focus that time and energy on ities and become one of the Kennedy's replacement.

KENT (AP) — Kent State athletic director Laing Kennedy
will retire in June, after his 16th
season running the school's
athletic program.
Kennedy said at a news conference yesterday that he will
retire on June 30,2010. He is the
longnt-tenured AD in the MidAmerican Conference. He also
serves on the selection committee for the NCAA basketball
tournament.
"This is something I have

From Page 6

the remainder of the championship, should he advance to
match play.
However, before Preston
could punch his ticket forTulsa,
he first had to survive a local 36hole stroke play qualifying tournament, in which only the top
two finishers would advance,
luckily for Preston, the tournament was at Muskegon Country
ClubinMuskegon.Mich., which
is a course that he has played
on numerous occasions during
visits to his family's cottage on
the property.
However, as Preston awoke
on the morning of Aug. 2, any
thoughts that he may have had
of a home-course advantage
were quickly swept away by the
relentless 40 mph winds and
driving rain that delayed tee
times by over an hour.
"I have played a lot of rounds
on that course, and I don't think
I ever saw the weather conditions as difficult as they were
that day," Preston said. "It was
brutal."
By the time Preston teed
off, conditions had not subsided and he struggled to a firstround score of 77.
"Through the first 18 holes, I
did not hit very many fairways
which did not give me a lot of
opportunities to put the ball
where I needed to on the green,"
Preston said. "I also did not putt
well at all when I did reach the
greens."
After a quick break, and
with the wind still howling, Preston stepped on the
first tee for his second round
knowing that he needed to
make something happen.
"I figured I definitely had to
shoot something under par |in
the second round | to have a
chance," he said.
After a stagnant front nine
in which he shot even-par 35,
Preston came alive on the
back side, picking off birdies at
10, 13, and 17. By the time he
reached the 18th tee, he was
tied for second at two-over-par.
A birdie at the par-518th would
give him second alone, while

new locker room and was glad lo
see the old one replaced.
"Last year, we had these little
metal lockers dial were recycled
year lo year, so I'm reallv excited
about the new ones," Deal said.
"They are professional quality.
We have surround sound and a
big screen TV. It's really nice."
Nichols summed il up best
when speaking about the contributions from die former coaches
and players.
"Those guys really helped us
financially, with the locker rooms
and some money for scholarships," Nichols said. "They want
lo share the memories and help
us paint the picture of tradition
that this program used lo be."
The Falcon players and coaching staff see the new locker room
as an investment into the program's future as nice facilities are
a way to capture recruits' interest
in any spun.

But with four starting defensive
linemen with just two starts on
their collective resume, there is
cause for concern.
last season, the 1-alcons allowed
162.6 rushing yards |>er game and
facing many talented miming
backs and scrambling quarterbacks this season, teams are likely
to push Clawson's envelope when
it comes to ninning the ball.
And if those opposing coaches
seal die deal, those sameTennessee
fans will be laughing all the way
to the bank — which is fine and
dandy with Clawson. 1 le won't be

control my ball off
the tee, which gave
me some nice birdie
chances."
Drew Preston | Golfer

a par would mean he would
most likely have to fight it out
in a playoff with the others at
plus-2.
After splitting the fairway,
Preston lofted a beautiful second shot that landed about 10
feet from the flag. His eagle
putt lipped out, but Preston
tapped in for birdie, giving him
a round of 68, and solo second place at plus-1. Taking into
account the awful conditions
and the pressure-packed intensity, Preston ranks that second
round as one of the finest that
he has ever played.
"1 would definitely consider
it one of my best rounds ever,"
said Preston. "The wind was
still blowing very hard, but 1
was able to control my ball off
the tee, which gave me some
nice birdie chances."
Upon completion of his
round, Preston waited to see
if anybody in the remaining
groups could match his plus-1
total and force a playoff. When
no one did, it became official
— Preston was on his way to
Tulsa.
For someone who plays golf
at the collegiate level, there
can be few higher honors than
receiving the chance to tee it up
with the best amateur players
in the world. It is an honor that
Preston intends to savor every
minute of as he goes about his
business this week.
"It's such an awesome feeling,"
Preston said. "I feel so fortunate
to be able to compete in a championship that Hack] Nicklaus
and Tiger |Woods| have won.
I'm just trying to make the most
of this, because you never know
when it will happen again."

reading any of it
In fact, he appreciated and
learned from that season, I asked
him lo name one thing he can do
at BG that will make everyone forge! about die Tennessee year, and
here is what he had to say:
"I learned a lot at Tennessee and
despite the season we had, 1 had
a great experience in a lot of ways.
I don't let last year affect the way 1
coach this year. I'm excited to lie at
Bawling Green, and I'm excited to
win as many games as I can here."
That's the spirit, coach. And let
me just say it for you, if you get this
team to contend for the MAC title
or even overhaul it enough thai the
Itdcons have a near losing season
but played competitively week in
and week out, people should forget
about that Tennessee mess.
lust don't make a second one.
This story originally ran in
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PlayiSuper Sudoku and wla prizu at
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9.13.09
Sphinx Chamber Orchestra
Conductor Damon Gupton, featuring
Elena Urioste, violin, and the Harlem Quartet

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

10.8.09
NEXUS

IVYWOODAPTS.^
1 Bdrms./Studios

WATER

12.2.09

-4k

, i

Handel's Messiah
with the University Choral
Society and the Toledo
Symphony Orchestra

First Month
FREE

1.26.10
Barry Douglas, piano

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available \
k419-352-7691

EHO
cormoranlco.com
-,

HIGH SPEED
INTERNET
Chanticleer

3.3.10
Chanticleer

www.bgsu.edu/festivalseries

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

B0WI INC GKFfN SIAIE UNIVIRSIIV
lOllldl Of MUSICAt ARTS
KIR SEASON UtKIIS. (All 419-372-8171 OR 1-800-^89-2224

CABLE

FREE

BROWNS

HASSLE
Sundays
$1S Ounces - Open 6-2:30
$2 75 Domestics - $3 25 Imports
All Mnod Drinks S3 00

From Page 6

tight as when it began.
"It's very close," Mangini said.
Mangini said he's confident a
clear winner will emerge in the
next two weeks, but if one doesn't,
he will decide on his starter for
the Sept. 13 regular-season opener against the Minnesota Vikings
based on information gathered
over the past few months.
"If it's close (at the end), then I'll
make the decision and that will
be the decision based on what I
feel gives us the best chance to
win," he said. "Everybody will
have a different opinion. But
that's what makes it so great, so
much interest in the game, so
much excitement."
Anderson started Saturday's
27-10 win over Detroit. He led
the Browns to their first offensive touchdown in seven games
and finished 8 for 13 for 130
yards with one interception —
on a ball that deflected off rookie running back lames Davis'
hands in the final minute of the
first half.
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"The wind was still
blowing very hard,

AMATEUR

4

Mo n d a y s
S 1 5 Nude Dinces
$2.75 Domestic - $3 25 Imports

Welcome Back
College Students

3

«€■*

IM1 MM eO. | KMDO, OHO
\
41*. 631 .OUt

Mixed Drinks - 12 00
2 Long Songs just S20

Wednesdays

♦

CALL US

Tuesdays
12.75 Domestic • S3 25 Imports

3 Nu
S2 75 Domestic • S3.25 Imports
2 Girls 1 Long Song Just S30

Thursdays —_____

Join Deja Vu
VIP Text Club
Text vutoledo

$175 Beer Nights
No Drafts ■ Jusl Ice Cold Bottles

to 411411

$1 75 Domestic ■ $4 25 Imports

Weekends

TUESDAYS
Couch Dances
2 for $20

Call lor special weekly events &
prices or visit us @
■vww Dcjavu com

THURSDAYS
Beer Special
with College ID

Weekly Specials
3 Jager Bombs or 3 Cherry Bombs
only $12 75
Well Drinks S3.75
Call Drinks $4 25

CURRENT
SPECIALS!
ALSO INCLUDED
Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities
24 hour emergency
maintenance
New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses
Referral award bonuses
Friendly staff
STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

ODD NEWS
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Speedowearing
burglar tracked
down by dog

The Daily Crossword Fix
i

■r

HAST HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) —
A burglary susixvt wearing only a
Speedo-style swimsuit has been
arrested in Connecticut after a
police dog tracked him down and
bit him on the leg.
Mice say they spotted the suspect in East 1 lartfordon Thursday
wearing the bathing suit and
holding a toolbox that had been
stolen from a truck. They say he
tried to steal several vehicles and
also took items from them.
Police say he tried to run from
them, but a police dog found him
hiding behind a car.
The lournal Inquirer of
Manchester reported that be
was being held after his arrest
on $50,000 bail. Me was scheduled for arraignment Friday, but
the result of thai hearing was not
immediately available.

21

Impersonation of
CIA boss does not
excuse man's ticket
MOUNT CARMEL, Tend.
(AP) — Police in northeast
Tennessee say Scott Gibson
isn't the deputy director of the
CIA — and he'd have to pay
his S75 speeding fine even if
he were.
On |unc 29, a Mount Camel
speed camera clocked the 56year-old Rogersville resident
going t)6 mph in a 55 mph
zone. He was sent a ticket.
Assistant Police Chief Mike
Campbell says Gibson mailed
back a copy of the citation with

LONDON — You'd better get
ready to use your loaf if you want
to get your hands on some bread.
Over the next three months a
cluster of East I ondon ATMs will
be offering customers the chance
to withdraw cash using written
prompts in Cockney rhyming
slang, the area's colorful and often
impenetrable dialect.
The origins of Cockney rhyming slang are obscure It is thought
to have been used by market
traders who needed a way of
communicating without tipping
off their customers.
It works by replacing a word
with a short rhyming phrase, for
example: "Money" becomes
"bread and honey.'' which in rum
is shortened to "bread." Similarly,
"head" becomes "loaf of bread,"
and then just simply "loaf."
Few use the slang with any
regularity now although most
Britons know a few common
phrases, such as "trouble and
strife" for wife and "apples and
pears" for stairs.
ATMs mil by a company
called Bank Machine offer a language option allowing customers to enter their "Huckleberry
Film" instead of their PIN, and
rather worrying))' informs them
that the machine is reading their
gallbladder of lard" at a prompt
about examining their card.

Brazilians now able
to inform sexual
partners of possible
STDs via e-mail

a handwritten note, claimin!; he wasn't subject lo local
speed zones because he was
the deputy chief of the CIA.
The federal agency told
police Gibson never had been
an employee.
Gibson was arrested for
criminal
impersonation
and released on $500 bond.
Campbell says federal charges
are also pending.
A telephone listing for
Gibson did not take incoming
calls.
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RIO DE JANEIRO (API — You've
got mail — and possiblv an
STD.
The
Brazilian
Health
Ministry has created a Web site
to let people inform partners
they've got a sexually transmitted disease via an e-mailed
virtual postcard.
The official in charge of the
ministry's STD and AIDs programs notes that many people
have a hard lime telling partners they're infected.
Mariangela Simao said in a
statement this week that the
e-mails may help people "to
tackle these diseases directly
and with minimum exposure."
One of the cards shows a
young man reclining in his
underwear. It reads: "Hi! I
don't know if this is the best
way to tell you, but I've learned
that I have an STD."
The card suggests the recipient see a doctor.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977

Tht BG News will not knowingly accopi
advertisement* (hut discriminate or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual ot group on the bash of race.
sex, color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual onentalion. disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally
protected HUM
I hi Bt. Nmniwffm the right to decliMi
discontinue or revise any admnM-miui
such as those found lo be defamatory,
lacking in factual baits, misleading or lalse
in nature All advertisements ore subject
to editing and approval

Wanted
Singers ol any ability are invited to
join the choir at Trinity United
Methodist Church in BG.
Students receive $250 scholarship
Contact kalichman@gmail com

^

Granite City

Wash and Win !

Now accepting

32" LCD
Television

) applications for
servers, bussers

IPod
Nano

$100 and $50
Laundry Cards

And
More!

and kitchen help

(experience needed)
at

t

Every time you use your laundry card you are
automatically entered. See web site or inside
store for more details. Drawing held 10/01/2009
LMAJttes

hvi'Sur

Clean Store - Security Cameras
Largest Dryer in Town - Open 24/7
Air Conditioned - Free Wi-Fi - ATM
Air Hockey and Pool Tables

www.LMARIES.com
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ACROSS
Across

(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

PT babysitter in BG home for 8/mo
old. weekdays during school year.
Contact: arobins@bgsu.edu

1 BR apt, 854 8th St, $410./mo <•
elec w/ S410 security dep. No pets

Call 419-392-3354

Sitter w/ exp. for 5yr/old boy in BG
home. 2-3 days/wk, 3-5:30pm Ref
& transportation a must, start immed,
e-mail Lisa at: lcesari@bgsu.edu

Facility Care Taker needed:
BG Parks 8 Recreation Department
seeks a Facility Care Taker to assist
renters, unlock/lock buildings, handle
rental paperwork, and perform custodial work In exchange lor 25 hrs/wk.
the successful candidate will live in a
lovely 3 BR tog home with attached
2-car garage and adjacent pond, all
on parkland. Hours vary with rental
schedule and include evenings to
midnight and weekends. Flexibility
and dependability are required.
Send resume & cover letter to:
Bowling Green Parks & Recreation,
1245 W.Newton Road,
Bowling Gteen, OH 43402
or call 419-354-6294 lor more into.

1 BR apt in BG. quiet area.
S400/mo. water & electric inc.

Call 419-308-6785

Spanish tutor needed tor pre-school
student in our Perrysburg home.
Looking tor dynamic and fun tutor for
our active learner Early childhood
education preferred, reliable transportation req Contact Beth at:
bethweststupms®yahoo com

Cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck, close to
campus, yr lease, parking incl,
S450/mo + elec, call 419-654-5716.
Rooms for rent, long term stays.
clean S nice, newly remodeled.
$495/mo, no contract, all util. paid.
77 channel cable TV, local calls incl
Fully furnished, call 419-352-5211.

For Rent

Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care
givers for days. eves. & weekends.
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons.
Perrysburg, OH
info@kidzwatch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net

1 BR apt across from campus,
$350/rno ♦ util. avail immediately!
Call 419-897-5997.

Rooms low as S225/mo, 2 blcks from
univ. 1. 2 BR low as S450/mo.
Also 1/1/10-1 & 2 BR apts
Cartyrentals com/ call 419-353-0325.

"Across from Kohl Hall, HUGE 2br
Apt. Great view of BGSU, Ig. kitch,
dining rm. W/D, off-Street Parking.
$595/mo, Call 614-668-1116.

www .meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

1 & 2 BR apts. quiet neighborhood.
Contact Susan for specials at:
419-841-9816 or 419-345-4768.
1 & 2 BR apts close to campus.
$395 & $550/mo ♦ electric, pets OK
Avail now, call 419-708-9981.

Part-time sitter needed for !3yr old
daughter in Perrysburg home.
Call 917-903-1754 for more info

1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments

Perrysburg family needs person for
laundry, light housekeeping. & meal
prep, Monday-Friday, 3:30-6:30pm
$8/hr. apply at: pinjobs@hotmail.com

From Only

$499!

VILLAGE

On selected floor plans

11 AM-llPM
E-INffiDEilVERY

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included*
* Reasonably Priced *
CALL FOR SPECIALS!

7 Days a week
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Located at:

VARSITY SQUARE

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

apartments
419-353-7715 fg>
Now Op«n Saturday 10-3 Wm
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www.sambs.com
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100

One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes fi. Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.
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I Make like
6 Biblical king and a captain
11 Spoil the finish ol
14 Long operatic solo
15 Gouged-out lalrway piece
16 Bad way to go?
17 Pleased plus
19 Shear (off)
20 Song from the choir
21 Shade of green
22 Nicolas of "Next"
23 "Eureka!"
25 Piece of royal wealth
28 Slap cuffs on
31 Slapslick actors, e.g.
32 _ coin: decide randomly
33 Take back
36 Official corporate stock imprint
39 Draw support from
40 Spots on the tube
43 Prove successful

JOHN NiWLOVi MAI ISTAli, INC.
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Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
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Down
1 Yr.-round setting in most of
Arizona
2 Here, to Henri
3 Tuning pro
4 Like an octopus's defense
5 Devoid of wind
6 Recipe verb
7 African heavyweight
^^^_g^=| 8 Miller's "_ From the
Bridge"
9 Forty-niners' strikes
35 Critic of the selfless
37 Lakers coach who
10 Wall St. buy
11 Mozambique neighbor
trademarked the term
12 Orbital point
"three-peat"
13 Wards off
38 Mutual fund designa18 Something sent with
tion
allr.
41 Rap's Dr. _
22 Peso fraction
42 Thesaurus wd.
23 Big letters in bowling 43 Maker of Lipitor and
Celebrex
equipment
44 Con _
24 "I'm sorry, Dave"
speaker of sa-fi
45 Old cash register key
26 Showed again
47 Ill-tempered
27 Jackson and Reno
49 Words from one
29 46-Across. e.g.
who's defeated
30 Was mentioned
50 Respectful refusal
34 Brian of ambient
55 "Young Frankenstein"
music
role
"My bad"
56 Knock silly
Kiss seeker in a fairy tale
58 Pic taker
_-Xer
59 E-tile org.
Teeny
60 Singing syllable
UN workers' rights gp.
61 It's over your head
Man Friday, e.g.
New Mexico tribe with a Sun
ANSWERS
symbol
What the last words of 17-,
1 V A a Mis USA Hi] 1 H
25-. 36- and 48-Across could
« u v 7 olu ■ sa vli * B
be considered, relative to the
S13V0N 1 SOI OWtV 1 Z
phrases in which they appear
| |a a i v |oi i | * s i i
Immigrant's subj.
N30||n N 1 UdOOH j
Group ol gods ruled by Odin
AH«OSni||inONVd
Arkansas city
inn I |II n y > 1 1 ■■
Numbered rd.
■j vlsISvdSo owt
Austin Powers porlrayer Mike
■ i<uil|n i n
Make good on
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Experienced sitter w/ references in
Perrysburg home. 1 day a week
Non-smoker Call 419-874-8816

L**-A&./£S

Apply in person at
2300 Village Drive
LWest, Maumee
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The Associated Press

Granite City
Food & Brewery
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Some London
ATMs to ask
for'gallbladder
and lard'
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